
4.0 Examples of lighting concepts
4.13 Multifunctional spaces

4.13 Multifunctional spaces Multifunctional spaces are used as meeting
rooms for a variety of events. They can 
be found in hotels and congress centres,
in public buildings and on industrial
premises. They are most frequently used
for conferences and seminars, but also for
receptions and parties. A multifunctional
space can often be divided by means of
a removable partition, which allows a
number of small meetings or events to take
place simultaneously; this requires a
lighting layout that is symmetrically aligned
to the dividing line, in relation to both
the overall space and to the potential in-
dividual spaces.

The lighting should be variable to
correspond to the multifunctional nature
of the space. It should be both functional
and prestigious. The lighting installation
will generally comprise several compo-
nents, which can be switched or electro-
nically controlled separately or in unison.
Functional, efficient ambient lighting can

be provided by louvred luminaires equipped
with fluorescent lamps, for example, with
adjustable spotlights for the presentation
of products or teaching aids and down-
lights for general service lamps for accent
lighting or dimmed lighting. Depending
on the design of the space, decorative lu-
minaires may be used for effect.
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4.0 Examples of lighting concepts
4.13 Multifunctional spaces

Multifunctional spaces are used for
a variety of events. The lighting in these
spaces is not only expected to be func-
tional, but also suitable for presentations
and festive occasions. Rooms that can 
be divided require special attention when
designing the lighting installation.

Two lighting layouts comprising square
louvred luminaires designed for compact
fluorescent lamps and downlights equipped
with halogen lamps produce both efficient
and accentuated, dimmable lighting.

Two runs of track mounted flush with
the ceiling at both ends of the room take
spotlights for lighting presentations or a
stage area. The twin lighting layout allows
the room to be divided and both parts
used separately.
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Seminar.

Recessed louvred
luminaire for compact 
fluorescent lamps.

Double-focus down-
light for halogen lamps.

Track with spotlights.

Conference. Gala dinner with
individual tables and 
buffet.

Gala event with
cabaret and dance floor.

Simultaneous use:
small party and meeting.


